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Abstract
In the paper, we propose XPS-based quantitative method for depth profile analysis of chemical and phase
composition of multi-component and multi-layer samples. The method includes: (1) new method for background subtraction accounting for depth non-uniformity of electron energy losses; (2) new method for photoelectron line decomposition into elementary peaks, which accounts for physical nature of the decomposition
parameters; (3) joint solving of both background subtraction and photoelectron line decomposition problems;
(4) criterion for assessing of line decomposition accuracy; (5) simple formula for layer thickness extraction
for multi-element and multi-layer sample. We apply the developed method for analysis of multilayer niobium
oxide and sub-oxide films before and in course of ion milling.
Keywords: XPS; Chemical and phase analysis; Depth profiling; XPS background subtracting; XPS line
decomposition; Niobium oxide

1. Introduction

for that leads to significant errors. For example, assume a sample has on its surface a layer of thickness
d1 of material other than the the rest of the sample. In such case, following the Bouguer law, intensity of the peaks formed by the photo electrons under that surface layer will be reduced by the factor of
exp (−d1 /λ1 ), where λ1 is electron mean free path in
that surface layer. In case of XPS with Mg/Al-anode
X-ray source, electron mean free path is of the order of a few nanometers. Consequently, even as thin
as 1 nm surface layer will noticeably misrepresent the
concentrations calculated by the standard mean concentration method.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is one of
the most demanded methods of the surface analysis [1]. XPS allows extracting elemental and phase
composition of the analyzed surfaces. For that, after
background subtraction, position of the peaks formed
by inelastically and elastically scattered photoelectrons in the XPS spectrum is determined. Intensities
of those peaks are interpreted into the relative concentrations of the elements. The standard method
for interpretation of XPS data is based on the assumption about uniform distribution of the elements
across the whole depth of analysis. In reality though
For analysis of multilayer samples, more sophistisample surface is always nonuniform and can be rep- cated calculation approach is needed. In paper [2],
resented as consisting of layers. Failure to account relationships for elements’ relative concentrations in
a layer were derived. However, for that one needs
to assume the layer model and solve nonlinear sys∗ Corresponding author
tem of equation for extracting of layer thicknesses.
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sented in paper [3]. Using of the methods accounting
for multilayer surface structure, one needs though to
find each element’s partial peak intensity. This problem in turn depends on the accurate solution of the
following standard problems of XPS: (1) Subtraction
of background due to multiple inelastically scattered
photoelectrons; (2) Line decomposition into partial
peaks of not scattered and elastically scattered photoelectrons. These problems are significantly interlinked.
In this paper, we present a new method for solving of the standard problems of XPS. This includes
background subtraction accounting for inelastic scattering nonuniform by the depth, as well as line decomposition into partial peaks, which is based on
the physical model for photoelectron peak forming.
These two problems are solved together within the
presented approach. Presented in this paper, account
for sample nonuniformity by depth significantly increases analysis accuracy as compared with the standard approach.
Sample surface usually not only is multilayer, but
each layer itself is multicomponent and often multiphase. Layer-by-layer interpretation of such samples’
XPS spectra is a complex reverse problem with multiple unknown parameters. For correct solving of such
a problem, we propose: (1) Method for background
subtraction accounting for electron energy losses different in volume and at surface; (2) Parameters for
background and line shape calculation fixed for the
whole range of the spectrum; (3) Line shape parameters calculated based on the Handbook of X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy [4] spectra for pure uniform surfaces; (4) Formulas for chemically bonded elements photoelectron inherent peak width; (5) Joint
interpretation of different lines of the element within
the same model. We also propose a criterion for
judging the quality of line decomposition to choose
between alternative solutions. We suggest that calculations of mean relative stoichiometric coefficients
should give the same result, when based either on
different lines intensities, or on partial intensities of
the peaks of the line together with chemical shift (see
(14)).
We applied the presented method to analysis of
chemical and phase composition of niobium oxide

films. Interest to niobium thin films and its compounds is motivated by its superconducting properties and consequent application in cryoelectronic devices. Surface oxide films affect negatively on superconducting properties of niobium, particularly when
used as thin film. There are a number of papers, e.g.
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9], dedicated to XPS analysis of Nb oxide films. However, there are no known publications
communicating results of XPS analysis of phase composition of surface niobium oxide films. The present
paper attempts to fill this gap.
2. Experimental Details
In this paper, we studied niobium surface oxide
films before and after ion profiling. Niobium was deposited on silicon substrate by magnetron sputtering
of 99.95% Nb in Ar with the help of Pfeiffer Vacuum
SLS630G sputtering cluster tool. Thickness of sputtered Nb was 200 nm. Immediately after unloading
the samples from the deposition system, the samples
were covered by oxidation protecting layer of spun
photoresist. Right before loading the samples to the
XPS analysis chamber, the protecting layer was removed in an ultrasonic bath filled with acetone followed by iso-propanol. This way, the total exposure
time of the samples to atmospheric air was about 10
minutes.
XPS spectra were recorded with the help of
Nanofab 25 (NT-MDT) electron-ion spectroscopy
platform. The base pressure in the analysis chamber
was at the level of 10−8 Pa provided by a titanium
sublimation pump and an ion pump. The residual
pressure and composition of vacuum were monitored
by a Bayard-Alpert vacuum gauge and a secondary
ion mass-spectrometer. The load-lock was pumped
with a turbo-molecular pump. In the load-lock, it
was possible to store a number of samples at the
residual pressure of 10−6 Pa. For XPS analysis, the
X-ray source SPECS XR 50 with a dual Al/Mg anode
was used providing 1486.6 eV and 1253.6 eV photons.
The X-ray source was located at 54.7 degrees relative
to the analyzer axis. For surface charge neutralizing,
flood electron gun SPECS FG 15/40 was used.
Semispheric electrostatic energy analyzer SPECS
Phoibos 225 allowed recording of spectra in a broad
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range of energies between 0 and 15 keV in the angle range of ±15 degrees with an energy resolution
of 0.6 eV FWHM measured at 15 keV. Energy analyzer was calibrated with a use of reference Cu, Ag
and Au samples. Energy resolution of spectrometer
at Ag 3d5/2 line was found to be 0.78 eV for nonmonochromatic Mg Kα. All survey spectra scans
were taken at a pass energy of 80 eV. The detailed
scans of strong lines were in most cases recorded as
wide as needed just to encompass the peak(s) of interest and were obtained with a pass energy of 20 eV.
All spectra were recorded with use of Mg anode of
the X-ray source. The energy analyzer was operated
in Fixed Analyzer Transmission (FAT) mode.
For cleaning and ion profiling of the samples, an ion
source SPECS IQE 12/38 was used. The ion source
had differential pumping and was fed with 99.9995%
pure Ar. For ion profiling, the ion beam was scanning
the 2.8 × 4.0 mm2 area at the incidence angle of 50
degrees to the surface normal. Ion profiling included
total 9 cycles of sputtering with recording of XPS
spectra before sputtering and after each cycle. For
sputtering cycles #1 – #6, each cycle was 20 minute
long and beam energy and current were 0.5 keV and
0.5 µA, respectively. For sputtering cycles #7 – #9,
each cycle was 40 minutes long and ion energy and
beam current were 3.0 keV and 1.5 µA, respectively.
Results of the ion profiling studies are summarized in
the Section 4.

Identification of layer-by-layer chemical and phase
surface composition includes sequential solving of
the following three problems: (1) Subtraction of
the background due to inelastically scattered electrons; (2) Decomposition of the spectrum into its constituent peaks (extracting of intensity and position of
the peaks); (3) Extracting of layers thicknesses of the
multilayer sample. The first and the second problems
are largely related. Unknown parameters that affect
calculation of both background, and elastically scattered photoelectron peaks should be defined jointly.
3.1. Background Subtraction
Background subtraction in XPS analysis, most
commonly follows methods of Shirley [10] and
Tougaard [11], which give relatively simple calculation algorithms. Shirley method is purely mathematical technique, which does not account for specifics
of electron inelastic scattering in solid. Because of
that, background subtraction accuracy is often unpredictable. Method of Tougaard is based on the approximate solution for multiple electron scattering in
solid [12]. This solution assumes differential inelastic scattering cross section of electrons to be depth
independent. Accuracy of background subtraction is
critically dependent on the right choice of the differential inelastic scattering cross section. Tougaard
suggests two kinds of functions (bi-parametric [13]
and tri-parametric [14]) for defining of differential inelastic scattering cross section. However, even if it
gets possible to make right choice of the parameters,
which define differential inelastic scattering cross section in the bulk of solid, the method still suffers
from missed account for difference between inelastic scattering in bulk and at the surface. Paper [15]
presents Advanced Tougaard Background Method for
surfaces, which structure can be presented as a sequence of layers. It is based on representation of
the measured spectrum as a superposition of each
layer partial spectrum followed by applying Tougaard
method to each of them. Problematic though is how
to find the partial spectra data. In paper [15], recursive procedure is suggested for that. Provided the
right first approximation is found right, the algorithm
can demonstrate a reasonable convergence.

3. Theory
Photoelectron spectrum is formed by not scattered,
elastically scattered and inelastically multiply scattered photoelectrons. Analysis of peaks formed by
not scattered and elastically scattered electrons gives
layer-by-layer chemical and phase composition information (line-shape analysis). In this case, contribution of inelastically scattered photoelectrons is considered as unwanted background. Consequently, accuracy of the analysis depends critically on the procedure of background subtraction. Hence, analysis
of multilayer and multicomponent samples is significantly complicated, as peaks of elastically scattered
electrons will overlap each other and the peaks of inelastically scattered electrons.
3

The following formula that accounts for inelastic
scattering both in bulk and at the surface (derivation is presented in Appendix Appendix A) will be
used for calculation of the background in the range
of energies between Emin to Emax :
E
Zmax

j (E 0 ) xSB (E − E 0 ) dE 0

Background(E ) = A
E

(1)
where j (E) is the measured flux of photoelectrons
with energy E; A is calculated to match background
flux at Emin ; xSB (∆) is the generalized orthonormalized per unity differential inelastic scattering cross
section (further on, orthonormalized per unity differential inelastic scattering cross section will be referred
as inelastic indicatrix), ∆ is the energy loss. xSB (∆)
depends on surface excitation parameter (SEP ), as
well as on inelastic indicatrices of scattered photoelectrons in the bulk xB (∆) and at the surface xS (∆)of
the sample:

Fig. 1: XPS spectra: line Nb 3d. Circles: experimental data
[4], Al anode with a monochromator; criss-crosses: experimental data [4], Mg anode without a monochromator; solid line:
calculation by formulae (1) – (8); dashed line: background
calculated by formula (1) – (5)

Electrons in solid loose energy for ionization, experience strong inelastic scattering due to excitation
of surface and bulk plasmons, etc. Differential inelastic scattering cross section can be accounted in
the frame of complex dielectric constant formalism
Z∆
[19, 20]. However, for practical calculations, it is
xSB (∆) = xB (∆)− LS (∆ − ε) xB (ε) dε+LS (∆) , more convenient to use more simple approximated
forms. Further on, we will use an expression, in which
0
(2) energy losses for excitation of plasma oscillations, as
well as losses for ionization of inner electron shells are
where LS (∆) is calculated following the formula:
represented:
N
n
X
n+1 SEP
yn (∆) ,
(−1)
LS (∆) ≈
σpl
σion
n!
xin (∆) =
xpl (∆) +
xion (∆) ,
(4)
n=1
σtot
σtot
N is the maximum accountable multiplicity of inwhere σpl and σion are the full cross sections for enelastic scattering, yn (∆) a the multiple inelasergy losses due to plasmon excitation and ionization,
tic indicatrices, y1 (∆) = xS (∆), yn (∆) =
R∆
σtot = σpl +σion is the full inelastic scattering cross
yn−1 (∆ − ε) y1 (ε) dε. Parameter SEP depends section. We calculate the orthonormalized differ0
on energy of photoelectron, composition and surface ential ionization cross section following the formula
state. There are different analytic expressions for from paper [21]. For calculations of orthonormalSEP [16, 17, 18]. Chen [16] proposed a simple ex- ized differential cross section for energy loss due to
pression for the SEP for the surface interaction with plasmon excitation, we suggest to use formula proved
an electron with energy E at an angle θ in respect to working well for REELS calculations [22, 23]:
the surface normal:
aCH
(3)
E cos θ
is the material dependent parameter.
SEP = √

where aCH

xpl (∆) = Anorm 
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∆α
2
4−β
∆2 − ε2pl + (γ ∆)

(5)

Fig. 2: Inelastic scattering indicatrices. Solid line: the generalized inelastic indicatrix xSB (∆) (calculation by formula (2));
dash-and-dotted line: the inelastic surface indicatrix xS (∆)
multiplied by the SEP for scaling (calculation by formula (5));
dashed line: the inelastic volume indicatrix xB (∆) (calculation by formulae (4) and (5))

Fig. 3: XPS spectra: line Nb 3d. Circles: experimental data
[4], Al anode with a monochromator; solid line (b): calculation
by formulae (1) – (8); dashed line (a): background: 1: calculation by the Shirle method, 2 – calculation by the Tougaard
method, 3 –calculation by formulae (1) – (5)

and calculations (Adjusted R squared R2 = 0.9945,
mean relative error 2%). Method for elastically scattered photoelectrons peaks calculation along with the
parameters for the Nb3d line are communicated in
the section 3.2. Figure 2 shows generalized inelastic indicatrix xSB (∆) calculated following formula
(2) with SEP = 0.24 (solid line); inelastic surface
scattering indicatrix xS (∆) multiplied by SEP , calculated following formula (5) with the following parameters αS = 1.10, βS = 2.08, εpl S = 10.4 eV,
γS = 5.5 (dash-dotted line); inelastic bulk scattering indicatrix xB (∆) calculated following the formulas (4) and (5) with the following parameters
αB = 1.10, βB = 2.08,εpl B = 20.5 eV, γB = 10.5 ionisation thresholds in Grysinsky formula J1 = 37.4 eV,
J2 = 39.2 eV (dashed line). The highest error of the
background calculations appears to be for ionization
losses. That is due to Grysinsky formula is an approximation. Figure 3 shows comparison of experimental data for the Nb3d line (marked with b at
the plots) and that calculated by different methods
(marked with a at the plots): 1 – Shirley method, 2 –
Tougaard method, tri-parametric formula (C = 425,
D = 88), 3 - the presented method, Eqs. (1) – (5).
Parameters used for calculation by each method were
different and optimized for minimum dispersion following the Marquardt and Levenberg algorithm. It is
seen that the presented method gives the best results.

where εpl is the energy of plasma oscillations, α, β
are parameters defining the order of xpl dependence
on energy loss, γ is a parameter, which defines peak
width, Rvalue of Anorm is defined by normalization con∞
dition 0 xpl (ε) dε = 1. Applying of α = 1, β = 2,
√
√
εpl = C, γ = 2 C to Eq.(5) reduces it to the
bi-parametric Tougaard
√ function
√ [13]. Applying of
α = 1, β = 2, εpl = C, γ = D, to Eq.(5) reduces
it to the tri-parametric Tougaard function [14].
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the results of background
calculation for spectrum line Nb3d following the presented approach. Circles (Figs. 1 and 3) and crosses
(Fig. 1) present experimental data for pure uniform
Nb sample taken from Handbook of X-ray Photoelectron Handbook [4]. Circles present experimental data recorded with X-ray source with Al anode
and monochromator, while crosses – with Mg anode
and without monochromator. Dashed line at Fig. 1
shows background calculated following Eq. (1). For
calculations, Eq. (2) for generalized inelastic indicatrix was applied. Parameters for background and
elastic peaks calculations were found jointly through
fitting procedure based on the Marquardt and Levenberg non-linear least squares curve fitting algorithm
of [24]. Upper panel of Fig.1 presents difference between experimental and calculated spectra (Residuals) proving excellent agreement between experiment
5

3.2. Line Decomposition
Structure of XPS peaks may be quite complex due
to spin-orbit interaction, chemical shift and presence
of satellite peaks. Additionally, shape and width of
the peaks themselves depend on various factors, and
the peaks can overlap each other. For example, Nb3d
line may contain up to six doublets (total 12 peaks),
as Nb forms 5 different oxides (maximum oxidation
state for niobium J = 5). Accurate decomposition of
so complex lines calls for careful account for various
factors defining peaks shape and intensity.
Shape of spectral line LS (E) of photoelectrons
with kinetic energy E is determined by convolution of functions describing natural shape of the
line and its instrumental broadening. Natural shape
of the line is defined by Doniach-Sunjic equation
[25] D (E, δ, aDS ), where δ is natural width of electron level, aDS is the Anderson singularity index
[26]; if aDS = 0, the Doniach-Sunjic equation reduces to Lorentz function. Instrumental broadening follows Gaussian function G (E, W ), where W =
q

where α is the ratio for intensities of spin-orbital splitted lines (α = 1/2 for p-shell, and α = 2/3 for dshell), ∆ESO is the spin-orbital interaction energy.
Line under analysis can consist of doublet of free
element, either of doublets of elements in different
chemically bonded states. In the latter case, complex
line shape is described by expression:
LSΣ (E) = I0 LS2 (E) +

J
X

Ij LS2 (E − ∆ECS j ) .

j=1

(9)
where ∆ECS j is the chemical shift energy, Ij is the
doublet line intensity, J is the number of the doublet
lines.
For accurate decomposition of the complex line depends on the values of the parameters δ and aDS and
energies ∆ESO and ∆ECS . Once those are defined,
number of variable parameters gets minimal and intensities of the doublet lines can be found by fitting
algorithms, e.g. Levenberg-Marquardt.
The natural line width δ is defined by the lifetime
2 + W2 , W
Wsp
and
W
are
X-ray
radiation
and
τ
of ionized state formed after photoemission. As
hν
sp
hν
a
consequence
of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle,
instrumental broading linewidths.
δ ∼ ~/τ . The hole lifetime is defined by radiative
Z
recombination process emitting characteristic radiLS (E) = D (E 0 , δ, aDS ) G (E − E 0 , W ) dE 0 , (6) ation, or Auger recombination emitting an Augerelectron. Lifetime of vacancy depends on the number
We account for nonmonochromaticity of X-ray source of valence electrons Nv [27]. Auger-recombination
and photo-fluorescence can be resolved within the
radiation through the following expression:
same electron shell. Because of that, natural line
K
X
width may be different for the peaks in a doublet.
Isat k LS (E + ∆Esat k ) ,
LS1 (E) = LS (E) +
We propose to approximate δ with expression:
k=1

(7)
where Isat and ∆Esat are relative intensities and energy shifts of satellites. These parameters depend on
material of X-ray source anode. We use the values of
these parameters communicated in [4].
Spectra of photoelectrons of p- , d-... shells have
doublet structure due to spin-orbital interaction.
Shape of the spin-orbital doublets is described by the
following expression:

LS2 (E) =

af

aO 
 
Nv
Nv
+ ωO
δ = αso δ0 ωf
Nv 0
Nv 0

(10)

where δ0 is the natural line width for free (no chemically bonded) element, Nv 0 is the number of valence
electrons for free element, αso is the coefficient accounting for line broadening due to spin-orbital splitting (αso = 1 for the main peak in a doublet), ωf is
the fluorescence yield, ωO = 1 − ωf is the Auger decay yield. Dependence of fluorescence yield on atomic
number is presented in paper [28]. Coefficients af
and aO can be found from analysis of experimen-

α
1
LS1 (E) +
LS1 (E − ∆ESO ) ,
1+α
1+α
(8)
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tional to the oxidation state. For that, it is sufficient
to find the chemical shift energy for the highest oxidation state of the element. For example, for niobium
oxide, we used ∆ECS Nb2 O5 = 5.31 eV [30]. Section
4 communicates calculation results for the lines following the above presented approach.
3.3. Extracting of thicknesses of layers
In paper [31], the formula for calculation of oxide layer thickness is derived for the bi-layer model.
In reality however surface always has more complex
structure and hence has to be presented as multilayer.
In paper [2] , systems of nonlinear equations are presented, which solution gives thicknesses of surface
layers. When the number of the layers is large, such
calculation scheme starts behaving unstable. In the
paper, based on the approach described in [5, 32, 31],
the simple formula for extracting of the layers thicknesses is proposed (derivation of that is presented in
the Appendix Appendix B):

Fig. 4: Dependence of the natural width of the photoelectron
oxide line on the atomic number. Circles: experiment [29],
criss-crosses: calculation by formula (10)

tal data for natural line widths and calculations following formula (10). Figure 4 presents experimental
data (circles) for natural line widths of oxides dependence on atomic number Z of elements [29] along
with calculations (crosses) by formula (10) with parameters giving the best approximation (af = 0.4305,
aO = 0.5993 for transition metals, and af = 0.9444,
aO = 0.5627 for all others). Mean relative error
achieved was 6%.
For pure elements, we suggest taking their natural
width δ0 , binding energy BE0 and spin-orbit interaction energy ∆ESO from experimental data of Handbook of X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy [4]. Further on, those parameters are kept fixed. For most
accurate defining of line parameters for element, we
suggest using two sets of of experimental data: spectra recorded with an X-ray source with Al anode and
monochromator, along with those with Mg anode and
without monchromator. Background is suggested to
subtract following the approach presented in Section
3.1. Figure 1 presents results calculated with the
following Nb3d line parameters: δ0 = 0.0693 eV,
αso = 2.30, αDS = 0.136, BE0 = 202.40 eV,∆ESO =
2.72 eV. Coefficients αso and αDS depend on composition and condition at the surface and are fitting
parameters for each sample.
For chemically bonded elements, we suggest calculating the natural line width δ0 following Eq.(10).
Chemical shift energy practically is linearly propor-

di = λi cos θ ln

Ii / (ni ωp→e i (γ) λi )
Pi−1

j=0 Ij / (nj

ωp→e j (γ) λj )

!
+1 ,

(11)
where di is the thickness of i-th layer, n is the atomic
concentration, ωp→e (γ) is the differential cross section of photoelectron production [33], γ is the angle between the incident radiation and direction to
energy analyzer, λ is the inelastic mean free path
length (IMFP) calculated following TPP2M formula
[34], θ is the angle between direction to energy analyzer and surface normal, Ii is the intensity of the
i-th peak. Layer numbering increases from the substrate and up, so that number 0 corresponds to the
substrate. In case of bi-layer, Eq. (11) reduces to the
formula presented in [31].
To consider elastic scattering effects, IMFP in eq.
(11) is to be replaced by the corresponding EAL
(Effective-Attenuation-Length):

di = Li cos θ ln

Ii / (ni ωp→e i (γ) Li )
Pi−1

j=0 Ij / (nj

ωp→e j (γ) Lj )

!
+1 ,
(12)
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XPS analysis of the sample before sputtering identified presence of Nb, O and C, Fig. 5a. Relative
concentrations of those before sputtering were found
to be cNb = 14%, cO = 53% and cC = 33%. After the first cycle of sputtering, peaks at the carbon
line C1s vanished. Relative concentration of Nb after
each sputtering cycle was as following: 1 – 47%, 2 –
73%, 3 – 82%, 4 – 82%, 5 – 83%, 6 – 84%, 7 – 93%,
and λtr = nσ1tr is the transport mean free path
8 – 96%, 9 – 98%. Abrupt increase of Nb relative
(TMFP), σtr is the transport cross section of an elconcentration after the cycle 7 is due to the change
emental solid. Values of transport cross sections are
of sputtering cycle parameters (see Section 2).
available from the NIST Electron Elastic-Scattering
Cross-Section database [37].
Standard XPS analysis calculates relative concenFor calculating of layer thicknesses in a multilayer
trations assuming the sample is uniform at the whole
sample, assume first that the sample is semi-infinite,
information depth of analysis. However, both bemetallic and uniform. If oxidation occurred by exfore and after sputtering, the sample is nonuniform,
posure to oxygen containing gas mixture outside the
multicomponent and multilayer. For quantitative
analysis chamber, then the oxidation states of the
depth profile analysis, recorded lines needs to desurface will decrease from the surface towards intecomposed into the partial peaks formed by photoelecrior of the sample [5]. Also, one can expect prestrons emitted by the different chemically bonded eleence of some hydrocarbons at the very surface, e.g.
ments. Figs. 5b, 5c and 5d demonstrate experimental
residuals from the protecting polymer layer (see Exspectra and their interpretation following the method
perimental section). Calculation of layer thickness
presented in the Section 3. Circles show recorded dewill follow a number of consequent steps. First, let
tailed spectra, the solid lines show calculated specassume surface consisting of a number of uniform laytra. Background removal followed the method preers, inside each of which oxidation state is constant.
sented in the Section 3. For all calculated peak specOxidation state can be not-integer. If in course of
tra, the instrumental broadening Wsp = 0.575 eV
calculations thickness of certain layer is found be less
was used, as all the detailed spectra were recorded
than one monolayer (ca. 0.5 nm), that is combined
with the same parameters for energy analyser operwith the neighboring one, which further on is considated in FAT mode with the pass energy of 20 eV.
ered uniform and multicomponent. Contribution of
The surface state changed after each sputtering cycle,
each layer component is accounted as its relative conconsequently, so did background parameters. The
centration in the layer. Calculation results for multiDoniach-Sunjic asymmetry coefficient αDS depends
layer multicomponent sample is presented in Table 2
on composition and state of surface and thus were
of Section 4.
the same for each spectral line. This allowed finding
the αDS values for spectra after each sputtering cycle.
Linewidths δ for each peak were calculated following
4. Results and Discussion
Eq. (10). Details of the spectra before and after cyIn this work, multilayer niobium suboxide films cles 1,3 and 8 of sputtering are summarized in Table
were studied. After loading the sample into the an- 1. In Table 1a, the key global, i.e. the common for
alytic chamber and after each sputtering cycle, XPS all spectral peaks, parameters are presented: generalsurvey and detailed spectra of the lines O1s, C1s, ized indicatrix parameters (εpl B and εpl S are the enNb3p and Nb3d were recorded. Figure 5a shows the ergies of bulk and surface plasmons), aCH parameter
survey spectra. Number 0 marks spectra before sput- for SEP calculation following formula (3) as well as
tering, numbers 1, 3 and 8 mark spectra after corre- αDS coefficient. Table 1b shows, into which peaks the
sponding number of the sputtering cycles. Standard lines are decomposed: binding energy BE, chemical
where L is the average EAL for photoelectrons scattered by the substrate and the film that travel in
the film. Values of L can be estimated from a NIST
database [35]. We use expression derived in work [36]


λ
L = λ 1 − 0.735
,
(13)
λ + λtr
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: XPS spectra. Circles: experimental data, Mg anode without a monochromator; solid line: calculation by formula (1) –
(8). The number show sputtering cycles. (a) Target: survey spectra; (b) target: line O 1s; (c) target: line C 1s; (d) target: line
Nb 3d

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: XPS spectra. Circles: experimental data, Mg anode without a monochromator; solid line: calculation by formulae (1) –
(8); dashed line (a): background: calculation by formulae (1) – (5); dashed-and-dotted line: separate calculated peaks. (a)
Target: line Nb 3d; (b) target: line Nb 3p
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Table 1: Global and local parameters of line decomposition
(a)

εpl B ,
eV
24.6

0
εpl S ,
εpl B ,
aCH αDS
eV
eV
14.7 19.8 0.028 26.8

1
εpl S ,
εpl B ,
aCH αDS
eV
eV
13.8 23.7 0.093 20.9

3
εpl S ,
εpl B ,
aCH αDS
eV
eV
10.7 10.0 0.123 20.5

8
εpl S ,
aCH αDS
eV
10.4 7.8 0.133

(b)

0
BE,
eV

c,
%

I
σp λ

1
Formula

BE,
eV

c,
%

3

I
σp λ

Formula

BE,
eV

c,
%

I
σp λ

8
Formula

BE,
eV

c,
%

I
σp λ

Formula

O 1s
530.8 73 16.32 NbOx 530.8 89 14.33 NbOx
530.8 100 4.67 NbOx 530.8 100 1.18 NbOx
531.8 16 3.66 −C = O 531.4 11 1.69 Nb(HO)x
533.1 11 2.44 −C − O
C 1s
284.6 64 8.76 CHx
285.7 21 2.93 −C − O
286.6 15 2.05 −C = O
Nb 3d
202.4 6 0.53
Nb
202.4 15 2.46
Nb
202.4 77 19.62 Nb
202.4 91 22.90 Nb
203.4 1 0.07 Nb2 O 203.4 10 1.33 Nb2 O 203.4 15 3.94 Nb2 O 203.4 9 2.38 Nb2 O
207.7 93 6.55 Nb2 O5 204.4 30 4.10 NbO
204.4 3 0.77 NbO
205.2 10 1.44 Nb(HO)x 205.5 3 0.64 Nb2 O3
205.5 12 1.74 Nb2 O3 206.5 2 0.36 NbO2
206.5 14 1.95 NbO2
207.7 9 1.26 Nb2 O5

Table 2: Layer thicknesses based on the XPS results

0
d,
Layer
nm
P
12.0
3

1.4

1
9.6
2
1.0
Substr.

1
Formula

0.36 Cx (HO)y +
0.64 CHx

Nb2 O5
Nb2 O
Nb

d,
Layer
nm
P
6.2
4

0.5

3
1.2
2
1.7
1
2.8
Substr.

3
Formula

0.31 Nb(HO)x +
0.27 Nb2 O5 +
0.42 NbO2

Nb2 O3
NbO
Nb2 O
Nb

10

d,
Layer
nm
P
0.8
1

0.8

Substr.

Formula
0.07 NbO2 +
0.13 Nb2 O3 +
0.13 NbO+
0.67 Nb2 O

Nb

8
d,
Layer
Formula
nm
P
0.6
1

0.6

Substr.

Nb2 O
Nb

formulas, relative concentration c, value na = σpI λ ,
where I is the intensity of a single or doublet peak,
σp is the photoionization cross section for the particular line, λ is the IMFP calculated for a particular
compound/chemical formula. Parameter na is proportional to the atomic concentration n of particular
element. Calculated for the different lines, but for
the same compound chemical formula, na should be
proportional to its stoichiometric coefficients.
For the highest decomposition accuracy, both lines
Nb3d and Nb3p. were analysed. For demonstration
of the analysis flow, let follow step by step analysis
of the most complicated case, surface after the first
sputtering cycle. Figure 6 presents detailed spectra of
the Nb3d line (Fig. 6a) and Nb3p (Fig. 6b) after the
first cycle of sputtering. Dots present the recorded
data, solid line is for the calculated spectrum, dashed
line shows the background calculated followed the
method presented in the Section 3.1, dash-dotted line
is for partial doublet peaks. The same background
and partial peak parameters (Tabl. 1) were used for
calculation of both Nb3d and Nb3p lines.
Parameter na helps assessing how adequate is decomposition of a spectral line. Let consider a layer
containing a number of metal oxides MOxj (xj = j/2,
where j is metal oxidation degree in oxide). Each oxide has a relative concentration cj . Then, a mean
for the layer
coefficient for oxygen is
P stoichiometric
j
.
Suppose,
analysis
of an XPS line
hxic =
c
j j 2
of the metal gave the partial parameters nM
a j , while
.
Then
mean
stoichioanalysis of line O1s gave nO
a
metric coefficient for oxygen is hxin =

nO
P aM
j na j

most complicated case of the spectra recorded after
first sputtering cycle, the mean stoichiometric coefficient of oxygen, when calculated through the relative
10· 12 +30· 22 +12· 23 +14· 42 +9· 25
=
concentrations, hxic =
10+30+12+14+9
1.3800, while when calculated through the na param14.33
= 1.3805.
eter, hxin = 1.33+4.1+1.74+1.95+1.26
Decomposition of the detailed spectra into the partial peaks following the approach presented in the
Section 3.3 allowed extracting thicknesses of oxide
and suboxide layers of niobium. Layer thicknesses
were calculated by Eq. (12). Table 2 summarizes the
results for chemical and phase depth profile analysis
of the surface before and after 1, 3 and 8 sputtering
cycles.
The probing information depth calculated by the
formula (12) for the bilayer model (I1 /I0 = 100/1) is
15 nm.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, the new method for XPS chemical
and phase depth profile analysis has been presented.
The method is based on the most accurate solution
of the XPS key problems (see Section 3). It is worth
mentioning that the XPS depth profile analysis is a
reverse problem with multiple unknown parameters.
For the correct solving of the problem, we propose:
joint solving of the key problems using the global parameters for all detailed spectra; accounting for different lines of an element for their joint decomposition into partial peaks; decomposition quality assess, as the ing with a help of suggested criterion.

na parameter is proportional to the atomic concentration. Naturally, two ways for stoichiometric co- Appendix A. Background
efficient calculation should give the same result. In
the other words, that is the criterion for the detailed
A photoelectron born at a depth z with energy E0
spectra decomposition into the partial peaks. The needs to travel the length u in the sample’s matter
following condition should be satisfied:
before exiting the sample surface at the angle θ to
the surface normal being registered with an energy E
X
nO
by an energy analyzer. On the way, it looses energy
a
cj x j = P M .
(14)
∆ = E0 − E. Flux density of such electrons is defined
n
j aj
j
by the relation [38, 39]:
It is worth mentioning that the above criterion (14)

is satisfied for the presented decomposition into parz 
q
(z,
∆,
θ
,
θ)
=
n
ω
(γ)
T
∆,
(A.1)
0
p→e
in
tial peaks (Fig. 5 and Tabl. 1). For example, for the
cos θ
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where n is the atomic concentration, ωp→e is the
differential photoelectron creation cross section, γ is
the angle between the direction of photon incidence
and travel direction of the created photoelectron;
λ = nσ1in IMFP, σin is the inelastic scattering cross
section; θ0 is the angle between the surface normal
and direction of photon incidence; Tin (∆, u) is the
layer’s inelastic transmission function, ∆ is the electron energy loss, u is the photoelectron length of
travel. For the transmission function, let follow the
general solution after Landau [40]:

1
Tin (∆, u) =
2πi

+i∞
Z

e−u n (σin −W (p)) ep∆ dp,

lowing equation:
Z∆
δ (∆) = Q̃ (∆) −

Q̃ (ε) xin (∆ − ε) dε.

(A.4)

0

The peak of not scattered and elastically scattered
photoelectrons corresponds to the Dirac delta function δ (∆). The convolution integral defines background due to inelastic multiple scattered photoelectrons. Q̃ (E) function is proportional to measured photoelectron flux j (E). Consequently, the
Tougaard formula for background [12] can be obtained:

−i∞

E
Zmax

where W (p) is the Laplace image of differential inelastic scattering cross section ωin (∆). In Laplace
space, transmission function has a simple form:

Background(E ) = A

Coming back to the natural space and using the
property of Laplace transformation, we get the fol-

Tin (p, u) = e

j (E 0 ) xin (E − E 0 ) dE 0 ,

E

(A.5)
where A is defined by the spectrum point at the en u

ergy Emin .
Tin (p, u) = exp − (1 − X (p)) ,
Formula (A.5) is obtained with the assumption of
λ
the sample uniformity across the sample depth. How(p)
is the Laplace image of inelas- ever, for inelastic scattering real sample is always
where X (p) = Wσin
(∆)
tic indicatrix xin (∆) = ωin
, which is the or- nonuniform. Electron energy losses at the sample
σin
thonormalized differential inelastic scattering cross surface and in the bulk follow different relations. As
section. Flux density of all the photoelectrons exiting the first approximation, in a semi-infinite sample we
the sample Q (∆) is defined in the Laplace space as select very thin plane-parallel surface layer with the
thickness dS , where energy losses are defined by surfollowing:
face plasmon excitation. Outside the selected layer,
the energy losses are defined by the bulk plasmon
Z∞
excitation and ionization losses. This way, losses in
z
this layer are described by inelastic indicatrix xS (∆)
Q (p) = n ωp→e (γ) e− λ cos θ (1−X(p)) dz =
(Laplace image XS (p)), while outside the layer by
(A.2)
0
n ωp→e (γ) λ cos θ
xB (∆) (Laplace image XB (p)). The IMFP in this
.
layer is designated as λS , outside the layer λB . Then,
1 − X (p)
the Laplace image of transmission function for the
Q(p)
Let introduce function Q̃ (p) = n ωp→e (γ)λ cos θ , photoelectrons passing a layer belonging to the bulk
of the sample with thickness z and a thin layer with
then from (A.2) follows:
thickness dS at the angle θ to the surface normal is
defined as:
Q̃ (p) − Q̃ (p) X (p) = 1.
(A.3)

12

−λ

z
(1−XB (p))
B cos θ

e

−λ

dS
(1−XS (p))
S cos θ

.
(A.6)

where L (p) = 1 − e−SEP XS (p) . L (p) function can be expanded in a power series
n
P∞
n+1 SEP
XSn (p). After reL (p) =
n=1 (−1)
dS
n!
SEP =
.
(A.7) versed Laplace transformation the obtained formula
λS cos θ
IMFP of photoelectrons is proportional to their en- for xSB (∆) are the following:
ergy, λ ∼ E a . Parameter a is usually within the
range of 0.5...0.9. With a = 0.5 (A.7) gets reduced to
Z∆
the Chen formula [16]. Plugging (A.6) to (A.1) and x (∆) = x (∆) − L (∆ − ε) x (ε) dε + L (∆)
SB
B
S
B
S
integrating across the whole sample thickness and ac0
counting for (A.7) Laplace image of the full flux den(A.12)
n
sity of all photoelectrons escaping the sample surface:
PN
n SEP
yn (∆),
where LS (∆)
≈
n=1 (−1)
n!
R∆
y1 (∆) = xS (∆), yn (∆) = 0 yn−1 (∆ − ε) y1 (ε) dε,
n ωp→e (γ) λB cos θ −SEP (1−XS (p))
e
.
QSB (p) =
N is the maximum accountable multiplicity of
1 − XB (p)
(A.8) inelastic scattering.
Introducing the functions:
Surface excitation parameter (SEP ) can be represented as:

Appendix B. Layer Thickness
−SEP XS (p)

XSB (p) = 1 − e
Q˜SB (p) =

(1 − XB (p)) ,

(A.9)
The method for calculation of the layers thicknesses in multilayer model is based on the approach
presented in the papers [5, 32, 31]. The flux of photoelectrons born at the depth z with the energy E0
loselessly escaping the sample surface at the angle θ
to its normal is defined by the following formula:

QSB (p)
n ωp→e (γ) λB cos θ e−SEP

a relation similar to (A.3) is obtained:
Q̃SB (p) − Q̃SB (p) XSB (p) = 1.

(A.10)

q (z, θ0 , θ) = n ωp→e (γ) exp −

Similarly as for deriving (A.5), the background calculation formula accounting for inelastic scattering at
the surface and in bulk is obtained:

z 
λ cos θ

(B.1)

where n is the atomic concentration, ωp→e is the
differential electron creation cross section, λ is the
E
Zmax
photoelectron’s IMFP, γ is the scattering angle. For
defining of flux density of the photoelectrons escapBackground(E ) = A
j (E 0 ) xSB (E − E 0 ) dE 0 .
ing a uniform layer with a depth di , integrating of
E
(A.11) Eq. (B.1) across the whole layer thickness is needed:
Fundamental difference between Eqs. (A.5) and
Zdi
(A.11) though is that the function under integral
Q (di , θ0 , θ) = q (z, θ0 , θ) dz.
(B.2)
xSB (∆) in (A.11) depends on SEP , as well as inelastic photoelectron scattering indicatrix in bulk xB (∆)
0
and at the surface xS (∆). For deriving of the calcuAfter integration, we obtain:
lation formula for xSB (∆), let re-write Eq. (A.9) in
the following form:


di
−
Q (di , θ0 , θ) = ni ωp→e i (γ) λi cos θ 1 − e λi cos θ .
XSB (p) = XB (p) − XB (p) L (p) + L (p) ,

(B.3)
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i
exp − λi dcos
θ ,

Q∞
i

= may be derived. Next, using the introduced designaQi (∞, θ0 , θ) = ni ωp→e i (γ) λi cos θ allows rewriting tions and functions, we get a simple formula for layer
thicknesses
Eq. (B.3) in a compact form:
Designating

Ti

=

Qi = Q∞
i (1 − Ti ) .

di = λi cos θ ln

Ii / (ni ωp→e i (γ) λi )
Pi−1

j=0 Ij / (nj

ωp→e j (γ) λj )

!
+1 .

is proportional to the measured peak intensity Ii . Let
(B.5)
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